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DIRECTOR’S 
INTRODUCTION 

So was it Super Saturday or the moment a young woman 
from Flint discovered she was the finest taekwondo competitor 
in the world? 

Perhaps picking a highlight from that summer of Olympic and 
Paralympic sport rather misses the point. Everything seemed 
to click for a few magical weeks – and BBC Cymru Wales was 
privileged to be at the heart of the action. 

There has been much to celebrate over the past year. Our 
interactive services are now accessed on almost three million 
devices each and every week; our English language programmes 
on BBC One Wales and BBC Two Wales have attracted their 
biggest audiences in a decade; we’ve strengthened our journalism 
across all services; and we’ve made another record contribution 
to BBC network drama from our new studios at Roath Lock. 

We’ve also been busy laying the foundations for future success 
– BBC One Wales HD has launched and both our national radio 
stations are now available on smartphones and tablets right across 
the UK via the BBC iPlayer Radio app. 

But the broadcast landscape is fast-changing and the challenges 
continue to come thick and fast. The latest census revealed the 
challenges of serving a rapidly evolving Welsh language audience; 
the restricted geographical coverage of both our national stations 
continues to frustrate listeners; the music dispute that disrupted 
our services in January needs to be resolved; and we want to 
ensure contemporary Wales is better reflected in our 
contribution to network programming.

In our 50th anniversary year, we’ll tackle all the challenges we 
face with ambition and rigour. And I’d once again like to thank the 
brilliant teams both inside and outside BBC Wales who continue 
to deliver outstanding output both for Wales and the world. 

Rhodri Talfan Davies
Director, BBC Cymru Wales

‘‘ In our 50th anniversary year, 
we’ll tackle all the challenges 
we face with ambition and 
rigour. And I’d once again like 
to thank the brilliant teams 
both inside and outside BBC 
Wales who continue to deliver 
outstanding output both for 
Wales and the world.’’
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TWO MINUTE SUMMARY

Six Nations
1.175 million people in Wales watching the final 
minutes of the Wales v England Six Nations match 
(across both BBC One and S4C).

Audience appreciation
90 (out of 100) Audience appreciation index  
for Iolo’s Great Welsh Parks.

BBC Cymru Wales online
2.71 million unique browsers access 
BBC Cymru Wales’ websites each week.

Audience
5.375 million BBC One average audience 
for Casualty.

Facts and figures about the performance and output 
of BBC Cymru Wales.

Approval of the BBC in Wales
(mean score out of 10)  
Source: ART/Kantar

Television weekly reach
(based on 15-minute consecutive reach) (000s) 
Source: BARB

General impression 
of the BBC

BBC Cymru Wales 
English language television

Value for money 
of the licence fee

BBC Cymru Wales 
on S4C

 1.175m
people in Wales watching 
the Six Nations match

2.71m
unique browsers access 
BBC Cymru Wales

90
Audience 
appreciation index

5.375m
BBC One average 
audience for Casualty
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TWO MINUTE SUMMARY

BBC Cymru Wales website: Weekly unique browsers
(million) 
Source: BBC

Radio weekly reach (adults)
(000s) 
Source: RAJAR/RSMB/Ipsos-MORI

BBC Cymru Wales 
English language sites

BBC Radio WalesBBC Cymru Wales 
Welsh language sites

BBC Radio Cymru

BBC Cymru Wales English language television 
Top Ten Series and Top Five Individual Programmes 2012/13

BBC Cymru Wales English language series 

Wales Today at 6.30pm 295,000

Police 24/7 280,000

Iolo’s Great Welsh Parks 263,000

Wales in a Year 238,000

Weatherman Walking 231,000

Coming Home 213,000

X-Ray 209,000

Rhod Gilbert’s Work Experience 205,000

A Summer in Wales 199,000

Wales Today at 10.25pm 194,000

BBC Cymru Wales English language programmes 

Owen Money and Friends 263,000

Barry John: The King 232,000

BBC Wales Today Olympic Torch Relay 224,000

Children in Need: The Best Bits 210,000

Playing with Poverty 159,000

BBC Cymru Wales on S4C 
Top Ten Series and Top Five Individual Programmes 2012/13

BBC Cymru Wales series on S4C

Y Clwb Rygbi (Pro12) 87,000

Pobol y Cwm (Fri) 86,000

Pobol y Cwm (Tue) 83,000

Pobol y Cwm (Thu) 81,000

Pobol y Cwm (Wed) 80,000

Pobol y Cwm (Mon) 75,000

Taro Naw 29,000

Eisteddfod Genedlaethol: Mwy o’r Maes 24,000

Pawb a’i Farn 23,000

Y Clwb Rygbi Rhyngwladol 22,000

BBC Cymru Wales programmes on S4C 

Grav: ‘Sdim Cywilydd Mewn Llefain 66,000

Pobol y Cwm Nadolig 63,000

Y Clwb Rygbi: Cymru v Barbariaid 33,000

Degawdau Dewi Llwyd 25,000

Y Clwb Rygbi: Prifysgolion Caerdydd v Abertawe 20,000

Source: BARB 
Figures include any repeats in the same week.
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE

English language programming –  
BBC One Wales/BBC Two Wales
This year our English Language Programmes on BBC One and 
BBC Two Wales continued to reach nearly a million viewers 
each week.

We explored contemporary life in all parts of Wales in popular 
peak time series like the varied and often moving portraits of the 
families who took part in Wales in a Year. Commissioned as the 
census gave us new facts about our country, we watched 2012 
life unfold for a hill farming family in Snowdonia, a lingerie factory 
owner in the south Wales valleys and three generations of 
a Merthyr family living on the Gurnos Estate. 

Police 24/7 gave unexpected and memorable insights into a week 
in the life of South Wales Police. And in a special nine part series 
our cameras captured the 2012 Summer in Wales – in all its wet 
and windy unpredictability.

Anyone who met the twins Catherine and Kirstie in our series 
Beautiful Lives couldn’t fail to be moved by their courage and 
positivity. We caught up with them in an award winning 
documentary as they celebrated their 18th birthdays. 

The series Peace of Mind shed light on what day-to-day life is like 
with an on-going and chronic mental illness. We heard about 
experiences of prejudice in finding employment and the daily 
challenges of maintaining well-being. David Williams presented 
a special programme, Playing with Poverty, in which he looked at 
the reality behind the statistics that one in three children in 
Wales now lives in poverty. 

A new arts series Great Welsh Writers took four famous literary 
names – Leslie Thomas, Phillip Pullman, Ken Follett and Elaine 
Morgan – and illustrated how central and important Wales 

is to their writing. And The Exhibitionists series followed what 
happened when the National Museum Wales opened its stores 
of treasures to five members of the public and challenged them 
to curate their own art exhibition. They were assisted by painter 
Osi Rhys Osmond and lecturer Karen Mackinnon and two of 
them had their own exhibition in the new wing for modern 
and contemporary art. We also profiled composer Karl Jenkins, 
comedian Elis James and tenor Wynne Evans in single 
documentaries. We examined the year in the arts in the annual 
Arts Review. 

We had an exceptional year of sport with the achievements of the 
Welsh Olympians, the Wales international rugby team, Swansea 
City’s Wembley victory and Cardiff City all captured in our news 
coverage, the weekly series Sport Wales and, of course, in Scrum V. 
We also captured a magical sporting moment on BBC Wales Today 
when Jade Jones won Britain’s first ever taekwondo gold medal 
live during the programme’s late evening bulletin.

While new sporting heroes were born, a poignant documentary 
paid homage to one of our greatest ever rugby players and 
perhaps the first real rugby super star – Barry John: The King.

In politics and current affairs, we launched a new Sunday night 
flagship political show The Wales Report with Huw Edwards, 
and broadcast a number of important documentaries including 
Is Wales Working? with Steve Evans. Among the diverse 
investigations from the Week In Week Out team, an undercover 
report on sham marriages in Wales and scrutiny of the top public 
service pay packets in Wales were of particular note.

Fighting our consumer battles regularly on Monday nights, 
X-Ray achieved its highest average audience for ten years. And 
our landscape series continued to do well with Iolo’s Great Welsh 
Parks attracting high audience appreciation figures.

Catherine and Kirstie who featured in Beautiful Lives Wales in a Year
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE

BBC Cymru Wales on the networks
A year since its opening Roath Lock remained at the heart of 
drama success in Wales. Doctor Who returned with an action 
packed series, followed by a Christmas Special, The Snowmen, 
which attracted nearly ten million viewers. 

Our new adventure drama series for CBBC, Wizards vs Aliens, was 
launched and filming started on a second series. Casualty, based at 
Roath Lock since last year, tackled large scale and sensitive subject 
matter, including street rioting and female genital mutilation. 

This year saw the finales of two much-loved and long-running 
drama series made in Wales – Merlin (made by Shine for BBC 
One) and Being Human (made by Touchpaper West for BBC 
Three). We have two major new BBC One drama series now 
in production.

BBC Young Musician of the Year was a BBC Four highlight attracting 
high audience appreciation figures and 900,000 viewers to the 
final on BBC Two. BBC Wales music gave David Bowie fans a treat 
on BBC Four with David Bowie and the story of Ziggy Stardust and 
The Genius of David Bowie.

Crimewatch covered a range of major crime stories and 
Crimewatch Roadshow returned with a four week run that resulted 
in 12 arrests. 

We illuminated a world rarely seen in Amish: A Secret Life for BBC 
Two, and Rome’s Lost Empire for BBC One – with Sarah Parcak 
and Dan Snow – used satellite technology to reveal secrets of the 
Roman Empire. 

We produced over 100 films for The One Show, and a Welsh 
children’s choir singing on a sun-drenched Gower beach was 
featured in the Opening Ceremony of London 2012. 

BBC Wales production teams helped mark the 100th anniversary 
of the birth of poet R.S Thomas, making R S Thomas: Always 
Seeking Greater Silence for Radio 3 and a production of Thomas’ 
rarely-heard verse drama The Minister for Radio 4.

The Diaries of Samuel Pepys continued to run on Radio 4 as 
a 15 minute drama. Another striking radio drama for Radio 4 
was Cry for Me: the Battle for Goose Green by Adrian Bean, which 
marked the 30th anniversary of the Falklands conflict. 

We produced a range of strong features for Radio 4, including 
Tim Key and Gogol’s Overcoat, which won the prestigious 
international Ake Blomstrom award. Rugby’s Greatest Try which 
celebrated the 40th anniversary of Gareth Edwards’ try for the 
Barbarians against New Zealand in 1973 also attracted a lot of 
attention on Radio 4. 

On Radio 3, BBC Wales produced Composer of the Week which 
this year featured prominently in the station’s Piano season. Our 
other regular strand The Choir featured choirs from across the 
UK and the world. Concert coverage from Wales included Welsh 
National Opera’s production of Berg’s Lulu.

Doctor Who – the making of The Snowmen Amish: A Secret Life Casualty
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE

BBC Cymru Wales on S4C
BBC Wales programmes for S4C continue to be among the most 
watched on the channel with an average weekly reach of 174,000.

Newyddion and Ffeil remain a mainstay of the service and this year 
provided extensive coverage of the Jubilee celebrations and the 
Olympic Torch Relay. We also celebrated the achievements of 
Welsh competitors at the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games with extended packages across our news service. 

Our mid Wales reporting team dealt sensitively with the 
disappearance and subsequent extensive search for the murdered 
five year old April Jones from Machynlleth. They also reported 
on the devastating floods in mid Wales while our team in north 
Wales reported on the floods and snow that had such an impact 
on communities there.

In September, Newyddion won a BAFTA Cymru award for 
coverage of the 9/11 commemorations in New York the previous 
year. And in January, broadcaster Dewi Llwyd left his role as 
Newyddion anchor after 30 years. In our one-off documentary 
Degawdau Dewi Llwyd he spoke candidly to his successor Bethan 
Rhys Roberts about the major stories he’d covered during 
that time. 

Our current affairs series Taro Naw marked the 30th anniversary 
of the Falklands conflict by talking to Argentinians of Welsh 
descent living in Patagonia; and in another hard hitting programme 
in the series we interviewed a mother from north Wales who 
had fed methadone to her baby as a result of her own addiction, 
who spoke emotionally about the lack of support for people in 
her situation. 

This year Pobol y Cwm dealt sensitively with challenging storylines 
such as child abuse and the spread of bovine TB and achieved 
consistently strong audiences. 

The 2012 National Eisteddfod was held at Llandow in the Vale 
of Glamorgan and, for the first time, the evening concerts were 
produced by independent companies jointly commissioned by 
the Eisteddfod and S4C, with BBC Wales working alongside as 
a technical partner. This marked a new partnership which allows 
S4C greater editorial input and the use of Eisteddfod content 
beyond the week of the event.

Five years after the sudden death of Ray Gravell we broadcast 
Grav: ‘Sdim Cywilydd Mewn Llefain, a moving documentary about 
his battle to recover after having his leg amputated in 2007. It 
was an emotional and fitting tribute to the bravery of a Welsh 
rugby great. 

Rugby remained at the heart of our output on S4C. Y Clwb Rygbi 
captured the highs and lows of the Autumn and Six Nations 
Internationals and the weekly coverage of the Pro 12 league 
provided a valued service with reach extending beyond Welsh 
speakers through the English language commentary via the 
red button.

The renewal of the Strategic Partnership agreement to the end 
of the current Charter period in December 2016 underlines 
our commitment to the statutory annual supply of programmes 
to S4C. 

Grav: ‘Sdim Cywilydd Mewn Llefain Degawdau Dewi LlwydLighting the Olympic Flame cauldron in Swansea
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BBC Radio Wales
BBC Radio Wales sets out to provide quality journalism, culture 
and factual programmes for the people of Wales. We’ve made 
significant changes to our schedule this year and delivered a wide 
range of content relevant to people across Wales. 

In September we introduced the biggest changes in over 
a decade. Jason Mohammad moved to mid-mornings with 
a new topical speech show. Louise Elliott presented a new look 
afternoon show focused on entertainment and culture. And at 
9am we introduced a new phone-in show called Morning Call with 
Oliver Hides, setting out to gather listener views on stories which 
were developing on Good Morning Wales. Roy Noble moved to the 
weekend after 27 years of weekday shows.  

As part of our new schedule, there was reinvestment in new 
production roles in north and west Wales, which brought new 
voices and stories to the airwaves. It was a big year of news, with 
the station providing extensive coverage of the disappearance of 
five year old April Jones from Machynlleth, the Cardiff hit and run, 
and a series of floods across mid and north Wales. 

BBC Radio Wales was central to telling the story of Wales during 
London 2012. We went on the road for five days to follow the 
Olympic Torch around Wales. Over the summer, Radio Wales 
brought listeners breaking news of every Welsh medal at the 
Olympic and Paralympic Games. This year was an unprecedented 
year of Welsh sport, and the station was at the heart of it. 
Coverage included Wales’ Six Nations Championship victory, 
Swansea City winning the Football League Cup, Cardiff and 
Newport sealing promotion, and Wrexham winning the 
FA Trophy. 

One of our major ambitions is to tell new stories about 
Wales. This year we were granted access to a travellers’ camp 
in Wrexham for the three part series Who Would Be a Gypsy? 
Chef Simon Wright taught a group of teenagers how to cook in 
The Kids Who Fell in Love with Food – helping the station explore 
the issues around childhood nutrition. Both series were produced 
by the independent sector, which contributes over a fifth of our 
weekly non-news output. 

This year Radio 2’s Lynn Bowles made her debut with us, 
presenting Radio Wales’ summer Saturday afternoon show. 
Opera singer Wynne Evans also joined the fold. We championed 
up-and-coming comedy talent through our Friday night comedy 
slot, with new series of comedy panel game What’s the Story? 
and a final series of Chris Corcoran and Greg Davies’ Those That 
Can’t. We also partnered with BBC Radio 4 Extra to produce 
a stand-up show at the Machynlleth Comedy Festival; and we 
collaborated with Cyfle, the creative industries training company, 
to produce interactive content around our seasonal drama 
Driving Home for Christmas. And our strong association with 
the BBC National Orchestra of Wales continued with a special 
Orchestra day which explored the work of the ensemble right 
across our daytime schedule.

Oliver Hides, Jason Mohammad and Louise Elliott Roy Noble
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BBC Radio Cymru
BBC Radio Cymru delivered a diverse range of programmes and 
live events to our listeners this year. We relaunched the station’s 
three key news strands with Dylan Jones and Kate Crockett 
joining the morning team on Post Cyntaf, Garry Owen moving 
to Taro’r Post while Dewi Llwyd took over the reins on Post 
Prynhawn following Gareth Glyn’s distinguished 34 year tenure 
on the programme. 

Our news and current affairs programmes continue to drive 
the agenda, and major stories were covered in depth across 
the station. The search for missing five year old April Jones 
in Machynlleth was the biggest of these. Our coverage of the 
flooding in mid and north Wales – and the more recent severe 
snow-storms in the north – were widely appreciated by 
our listeners.

We followed the Olympic Torch’s Journey through Wales 
with more than 60 separate broadcasts; and provided extensive 
coverage of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games 
with a focus on the stories of Welsh competitors and 
their families. 

BBC Radio Cymru’s coverage of the Jubilee in June included 
reports from the pageantry in London for our news programmes, 
as well as a special feature programme – Y Jiwbili – presented by 
Sian Pari Huws, exploring what the Jubilee meant to the people 
of Wales, with Tudur Owen taking a more light-hearted view 
of the celebrations. 

As well as the National and Urdd Eisteddfod and the Royal 
Welsh Show, our coverage of summer events included 
Cymdeithas yr Iaith’s Hanner Cant (“50th”) music extravaganza 
at Pontrhydfendigaid, where we worked closely with S4C.

In addition to changes to the news strands and the C2 youth 
strand, we made other significant changes to the daytime 
schedule this year. In October Iola Wyn started presenting a new 
mid-morning programme from our Carmarthen studio made by 
Independent Production Company Telesgop. Nia Roberts moved 
to the afternoon and Tudur Owen launched an extended 
programme on Friday afternoon. In the autumn, we played 
our part in this year’s BBC Children In Need with Dafydd a Caryl 
undertaking an arduous five peak challenge followed by an on-air 
auction on the day itself.

We were nominated for a Celtic Media Award in the Radio 
Station of the Year category, with music series Canu Protest 
winning the best music programme category. 

Ironically, it was a music protest that dominated the second half 
of the year with the station losing the broadcasting rights to 
hundreds of songs for six weeks during January and February. 
The dispute also led to a boycott by some prominent Welsh 
bards and the postponement of poetry series Y Talwrn, although 
it returned a few months later. Efforts to resolve the dispute 
over commercial broadcast rights continue.

We celebrated St David’s Day with a new take on the innovative 
Unnos brand, with the Drama Unnos radio play Esgid (Shoe) 
being written, performed and recorded overnight in our 
Bangor studios. 

This year’s sporting highlights included coverage of the Autumn 
Internationals, the Six Nations Championship as well as both 
Wrexham and Swansea’s Wembley cup wins and Cardiff City’s 
promotion to the football premiership. 

BBC Radio Cymru in studioPost Cyntaf presenters Kate Crockett and Dylan Jones
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Interactive
In 2012/13 BBC Online in Wales saw a significant increase in 
audiences, major new technology innovations, ground-breaking 
interactive content and new investment in UK-wide productions 
made in Wales. 

Our online services were accessed by an average of 2.7 million 
browsers each week, up 13% from last year. On our Welsh 
language sites, reach increased by more than half to 35,000 
browsers each week. 

News and Sport were again the most popular sites driven by 
major stories such as the search for April Jones, the London 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Six Nations Championship 
as well as stories on flooding, snow and the continued success of 
Swansea City and Cardiff City. Our Sport service reached over 
1.4 million browsers in the week of Cardiff City’s promotion to 
the Premier League. 

There were major technology advances including the launch 
of the Wales edition of bbc.co.uk The new iPlayer Radio app 
means that Radio Wales and Radio Cymru are now available on 
the move right across the UK via smartphones. And our 
interactive Olympics coverage allowed audiences to catch all the 
events featuring Welsh stars in their most successful games ever. 
Following the Olympics we’ve maintained our coverage of 
women’s sport including a regular column on women’s football 
by Jess Fishlock, the Wales football captain. 

We saw social media activity grow rapidly with @BBCWales reaching 
30,000 followers on Twitter and a Philip Pullman Twitter masterclass 
#Ask Pullman was pioneered as part of the Great Welsh Writers series.

We completed a major new Welsh language project which 
provides a range of new high quality content for use in schools and 

at home for seven to 16 year olds – with content ranging from 
science and maths through to geography and language learning. 

Interactive drama production continued to push our creative 
boundaries with the Pond Life series of five mini-episodes of 
Doctor Who appearing online and on the red button with the final 
episode leading straight into the first episode of the TV series. 
We also produced exciting new interactive games for CBBC as 
part of the Wizards vs Aliens production including our first game 
designed specifically for mobile phones. 

We expanded the Crimewatch website to include CCTV and 
Wanted Faces coverage, providing an important addition to the 
programme’s public service remit to ask for help from the public 
in catching criminals. 

Two major innovation and partnership initiatives were established 
with new investment coming to Wales. The Connected Studios 
project forges new links with the independent sector and with 
key partners using innovation formats to facilitate ‘connected’ 
storytelling. This involves a new type of commissioning that 
encourages independent companies who may never have worked 
with the BBC before to collaborate with us in developing new 
ideas, bringing them to fruition across BBC Online’s ten products 
on connected TVs, computers, smartphones and tablet devices. 

The second project is the Research & Education Space – 
a ground-breaking archive development project that will enable 
the education sector to access a huge library of BBC programmes, 
along with content from other partner organisations, to help 
them illustrate lessons with video, audio, images and text. This 
project is being piloted in Wales first and if it proves to be 
successful it will then be expanded out for use across the rest 
of the UK. 

Doctor Who on the BBC iPlayer The new BBC iPlayer Radio appConnected Studios event in Cardiff
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BBC National Orchestra of Wales
BBC NOW continued to fulfil its dual role of broadcasting 
orchestra and national symphony orchestra, with hundreds of 
hours of recorded and live broadcasts as well as live concerts 
across Wales and beyond.

In July we toured China, playing to acclaim in Beijing, Shanghai, 
Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Tianjin. We held four performances 
at the BBC Proms including two with BBC National Chorus of 
Wales and other partner performers. These included some 
of the biggest choral pieces in the repertoire – Bernstein’s 
mammoth Mass, and Berlioz’s Grande Messe Des Morts, both of 
which require huge forces and filled the Royal Albert Hall. The 
latter concert was the last with outgoing Principal Conductor 
Thierry Fischer. 

In October our new Principal Conductor, Thomas Søndergård, 
joined for his first dynamic season at the helm. Already every 
concert with Søndergård is proving to be a real occasion, thrilling 
audiences and drawing rave reviews. Thomas has visited venues 
the length and breadth of Wales, marking the start of a warm 
relationship with our audiences. 

Thomas opened the season with a superb version of Sibelius’s 
fifth symphony, exemplifying his connection with Scandinavian 
repertoire. Other highlights of our season included a focus on 
the works of Benjamin Britten in his centenary year with concerts 
at both BBC Hoddinott Hall and St David’s Hall in Cardiff, 
including a wonderful performance of his Spring Symphony 
and Verdi’s Requiem with outstanding Welsh soloists under 
Owain Arwel Hughes. 

Our work recording soundtracks for television drama and other 
programmes continues to develop – BBC NOW is already, 

of course, the Doctor Who orchestra – with new soundtracks 
for the BBC series Penguins and a new BBC Wales drama series 
for CBBC, Wizards vs Aliens.

Our Education and Community Outreach department delivered 
outstanding work. The highlight was six concerts devised for deaf, 
deafened and hard-of-hearing adults and children. This exciting 
new development allowed the audience to get right inside the 
orchestra and literally “feel the music”. More than 3000 pupils from 
80 schools in Wales took part. The project attracted extensive 
local and international coverage including BBC Breakfast, BBC 
World and National Public Radio (NPR) in the USA. 

A multi-ability string project enabled 75 players to perform 
with the orchestra in a specially arranged suite based on the music 
of Tchaikovsky. Other outreach activity included composition 
projects for people of all ages, a series of free concerts, backstage 
tours and talks. Our television highlights included a BBC Children 
in Need live special and The Really Welsh Christmas Show with West 
End star Sophie Evans.

In December, the BBC Cymru Wales Carol Concert showcased 
the talent of BBC National Chorus of Wales alongside the signing 
choir from Llantarnam High School Hearing Impaired Unit, pupils 
from Tŷ Coch Special School in Tonteg and a massed choir from 
primary schools in Wales. 2012 culminated with sell-out 
Christmas Celebrations concerts in Haverfordwest showcasing 
young musicians and members of Pembrokeshire Youth Choir. 

This year we said farewell to David Murray, the Director of the 
orchestra since 1999. David led the orchestra to its state-of-the-
art new home at BBC Hoddinott Hall and leaves a rich legacy. 
David Jackson, former Head of Music at BBC Cymru Wales, has 
joined as Interim Director pending the appointment of a successor. 

Feeling the vibrations of the double bass at an orchestra outreach eventBBC National Orchestra of Wales at the Beijing Concert Hall
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LOOKING AHEAD

Despite the unprecedented financial challenges we have faced in 
the last year, there have been many notable editorial achievements 
and real audience success. 

But as our 50th anniversary approaches, there is no room for 
complacency. There are new partnerships to build, new talents 
and ideas to develop, and new digital horizons to explore.

Our sense of mission is clear: we’re here to help audiences 
discover and make sense of Wales – and to champion the best 
talent and boldest ideas for national and UK audiences. And 
we do all this on a canvas big enough to make a difference not 
just to our audience, but to Wales itself.  

In delivering this ambition, our aim is to be an organisation 
recognised for: 

 the confidence, impact and originality of our output, 

 our unrivalled commitment to developing our most important 
asset – the people that work with us and for us,

 our ability to inspire partnership and collaboration inside and 
outside the BBC.

This section of the review outlines a number of key ambitions 
for the coming year.

Supporting quality and distinctiveness
In 2014, Wales will come together to celebrate the centenary 
of Dylan Thomas – and BBC Cymru Wales will explore his 
contribution to literary life both locally and internationally in 
one of the most ambitious seasons of programming we’ve ever 
undertaken across television, radio and online.

We will also continue to invest in specialist and investigative 
journalism – recognising the vital role of our news and current 
affairs services at the heart of national life. Our goal is to offer 
journalism that gets under the skin of Wales, with a focus on 
expert and original coverage.

The next year will also see BBC Wales broadcasting its biggest 
ever slate of drama for and about Wales. A major new detective 
series Hinterland (co-funded with S4C) reveals a darker side to life 
in west Wales; The Indian Doctor returns with its warm-hearted 
examination of cultural differences in the south Wales mining 
villages; while two landmark drama productions will mark Dylan 
Thomas’ centenary year. 

We will also reshape our online Welsh language service to 
offer users a more topical and distinctive service. As well as 
strengthening its interactive news content, the enhanced service 
will help users make the most of Welsh language content and 
resources available across the internet. 

Guaranteeing access to national services and programming
Over the last year, we have made significant progress in addressing 
many of the distribution and coverage issues facing BBC services 
in Wales – but there is more to do. 

The launch of BBC One Wales in HD was the most significant 
technology upgrade to our television services here in Wales since 
the advent of colour. Further work is underway to assess the 
future of BBC Two Wales.

In parallel, the coverage of both BBC Radio Wales and BBC Radio 
Cymru on DAB increased by 25% with the launch of new digital 
transmitters in north east Wales in March 2013. And later this 
year, the BBC Trust will also consider options for delivering 
further improvement to FM coverage of BBC Radio Wales.

Consumer adoption of smartphone and tablet devices has been 
rapid over the last year – and we have focused considerable effort 
on ensuring that Radio Wales and Radio Cymru are both available 
prominently on these emerging services. 

The newly-launched BBC iPlayer Radio app allows users to listen 
live to both stations – or catch up with programmes from the last 
seven days. Over the next year, we will add new features that will 
enable mobile device users to download radio programmes and 
store them for up to 30 days. 

The Indian Doctor
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LOOKING AHEAD

Reflecting and representing Wales on the BBC’s UK networks
The success of our new drama production centre at Roath Lock 
provides the strongest possible foundation for building our 
contribution to BBC network programming. 

Already it is recognised as a major international centre of 
excellence, and the team have an enviable track record in 
developing and producing outstanding series with both in-house 
and independent production teams. Alongside this drama story, 
we’re also busy building our contribution to network television 
factual, as well as network radio. 

While audiences value the creative impact of BBC Cymru Wales’ 
network programming, they also tell us they want to see Wales 
better reflected on the BBC’s networks. Some of the largest 
gaps in the delivery of the BBC’s public purposes in Wales 
relate to the portrayal of Wales with its diverse culture and 
communities to the rest of the UK.

We are making progress toward this objective, but there is 
some distance still to travel. Over the past 12 months, we have 
been developing a more collaborative approach with the BBC’s 
network commissioners and this has seen both The Story of Wales 
and Rhod Gilbert’s Work Experience making an impact with 
audiences across the UK. 

Over this current year, BBC Three’s The Call Centre, Hinterland, 
The Indian Doctor, Springwatch, Helicopter Rescue, Rhys Jones’ Wildlife 
Patrol and BBC Cardiff Singer of the World will all reflect different 
aspects of Wales and the Welsh experience to UK television 
audiences. And we will ensure our Dylan Thomas centenary 
celebrations make a real impact right across the UK.

Partnership and collaboration
BBC Cymru Wales is determined to become even more open 
and ambitious in the way it partners with others for the benefit 
of audiences and national life in Wales – and we have made 
strong progress in developing these important alliances over 
the last 12 months.

Our close working relationship with S4C is already benefiting 
audiences. We worked together to strengthen and relaunch our 
nightly news service, Newyddion 9; there have been a number of 
notable co-productions; and we are currently working together 
to explore opportunities to co-locate both broadcasters on 
a single site. 

In spring this year, we also announced a new strategic partnership 
with Arts Council of Wales. Building on our joint work with BBC 
National Orchestra of Wales and The Space, this new agreement 
will see both organisations working more closely to develop and 
enrich Wales’ cultural profile, and to share digital skills and 
infrastructure.

Separately, we are also collaborating with the Welsh Government 
and the wider education sector in Wales to help pioneer a new 
learning portal, Hwb, and we continue to work closely with a 
number of other key national bodies, including the Welsh Rugby 
Union, National Theatre Wales and the National Eisteddfod.

Newyddion 9Rhod Gilbert’s Work Experience
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 We will strengthen the impact and distinctiveness of BBC 
services for Wales, and continue to improve the specialism 
and originality of our journalism.

 We will work with colleagues across the BBC to help 
improve the portrayal and representation of Wales on  
the BBC networks.

 We will seek to broaden the appeal and reach of our Welsh 
language radio and online service. 

 We will strengthen our partnership with a range of national 
bodies in order to explore new ways of delivering public 
value together.

 We will strengthen our contribution to network drama and 
factual production on television and radio.

 We will work with a range of partners to support comprehensive 
coverage of the Dylan Thomas and World War 1 centenaries, 
as well as the 2014 Commonwealth Games.
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CONTACTS

If you have a question, comment or complaint about BBC Cymru 
Wales programmes or services, or any other aspect of the BBC’s 
work, please contact our Audience Services unit. 

All feedback is carefully registered and regularly distributed to 
editorial teams and management.

Telephone: 03703 500 700

Lines open weekdays 9.30am–7.30pm (except bank holidays). 
Calls to the 0370 UK-wide rate are charged at no more than 
01/02 geographic numbers. Calls may be recorded for training.

Website: www.bbc.co.uk/wales/info

Write to:
Audience Services 
BBC Cymru Wales 
Bangor 
LL57 2BY

Complaints: for more information about the BBC’s complaints 
process and to submit a complaint online please visit

www.bbc.co.uk/complaints
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